The Experience of War

Objective: (you will)...

1. Explain the role of private soldiers in war
2. List several dangers faced by soldiers during the Revolutionary War
3. Describe specific difficulties faced by Revolutionary War soldiers in battles, on marches, and during other wartime experiences.
The Experience of War Timeline

Day #1 Thursday
1. Introduction
2. Individually Read the primary source about your hardship
3. Share with group (read, discuss, whatever)
4. Answer your 2 questions after group discussion
5. Brainstorm & create a sloppy copy

Day #2 Friday
1. Work together on framing your small group slide in Google Slides or you may make a hard copy on poster board.
   - Must include 4-6 images with headings or captions
   - Students need to present their creation on Monday
Fighting: Jeremiah Greenman

Types of Combat: Ships, Cannon Bombardment, Man to Man

Dangers: Cannon Bombardment, Small Pox, being wounded